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Introduction

The Greater noctule bat (Nyctalus Lasiopterus) remains one of the least well-know European tree-dwelling bats. More specifically is very little known about its
foraging patterns and flying skills. Popa-Lisseanu A. (2007) showed that it can fly high and far from its roosts. However, no study that would collect precise
locations and heights, and for successive nights has been made yet. In France, a first use of the GPS tracking technology reveals finally some details of an
extraordinary flight behavior.

Methods

In the south Massif Central, two reproductive populations of male and female which are located 20 kms away, are
followed for several years. In September 2017, a first male was equipped with a GPS during three nights. In may
2018, two males of the same population were followed in parallel with the same process. The precision of GPS
heights measures was tested by drone beforehand. In 2017, the device was setted for one location every 20 min.
It was stored with a step of time of 8 min in 2018. Some non parametric statistical tests (Wilcoxon tests) were
realized on the data of three successive nights in order to analyse more finely heights and speeds of flights.

Fig 1 A male with a Biotrack GPS

Fig 2 Evolution of height track above sea level compared to height of the ground under the track (male n°1)

Results

Fig 4 Flight heights according to interpreted behavioral
sequences

**/*** : Wilcoxon test statistically significant ; threshold of 1%/0.1%

In May 2018, each male flies towards a same global direction
from night to night. But these directions are different from a male
to another. In automn 2017, directions are more variable from
night to night for the same bat.
The traveled distances and heights of flights are also variable.
The most active male travels more than 80 km and spends half of
its night-activity between 800 and 1390 m above the relief.
During a night, it overflies the seperate female colonies at 20 km
far from its roost.
Analysis of the trajectories of flights, height variations and speed
variations help us interpret different behavioral sequences along
the night (hunting or transit sequences). Thus, the fluctuation of
heights of flights is important in transit phases. Whereas
supposed hunting behavior is made at a relatively stable height.
Speed flights comparisons show a fast return phase towards
roosts.

Fig 3 GPS tracks of one male in 2017.

Fig 5 Flight speeds according to interpreted behavioral

Fig 6 Gps tracks and interpreted behavioral sequences for 2 male
followed in parallel in 2018

Discussion

These results thus confirm the extraordinary capacity of the species flying and staying several hours at high altitude. This raises questions about the resources
available so high at this period of the year (May). After a large prospecting scale, bats seem to exploit regularly relatively precise and located hunting areas. A
certain spatial fidelity to the same large foraging orientation over multiple nights suggests a spatial memory, so a seeking behavior for a predictable resource.
Further research is needed to confirm this hypothesis.
The direct and fast flights back to roost from dozens of kilometers also suggest not only a good spatial memory but also a strong capacity of orientation. The
skills used for an orientation so easy from these high altitude and distances remain a mystery.
Finally, these flying and standing capacities question again about the validity of the sex-segregation theory for this species. We had already highlighted the
coexistence of male and female in the same woodland in breeding period (Beucher & Gager 2017). From now on, even for populations separated by dozens of
kilometers, we can confirm overlays of foraging areas. Conspecific exchanges are thus possible on a large scale...
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